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WASSILY is not Russian, even though he shares a mutual tendency
towards ambiguity with his namesake Kandinsky. WASSILY is not
British, even though his music holds the middle between James Blake,
Bonobo, and Jamie xx. WASSILY cares little about all that, even
less about borders, and if he manages to capture his own spot in
history, it should be as WASSILY, not as a Swiss national.
The man behind WASSILY is 24-year-old musician Basil Kehl, who grew up in St.Gallen.
As one half of electropop duo DACHS, the soft-cheeked falsetto was already prone to be
misunderstood. When they get their message across, the duo hits hard. SRF 3 considers
the “Büzlä EP” to be one of the three best Swiss albums of 2016; the WOZ weekly paper writes
of “Pop songs to the spirit of the country, edgier and more striking than all else on offer at
the moment.” Aside from DACHS – his collaboration with musician Lukas Senn –, Basil Kehl
aka WASSILY gives solo concerts since 2015, releasing Liebesding in October 2017.
A debut album that feels like the soundtrack to a movie, expressively balancing between drama
and club music, as cotton clouds created by synthesisers are accompanied by derailing beats,
followed by striking moments of pop. The harmonies howl and squeak, leaving the listener
dizzy, while the primarily self-sung and wayward vocal samples look down from their high
registers. A riot of emotion on the one hand, and clearly outlined drum samples and claps on
the other. Synthy soundscapes spread out in the middle like flying carpets, with threads of
digitally processed harps, glockenspiel, flutes, and a faded guitar WASSILY also plays during
his live shows.
At the beginning of it all: Die Eröffnung vom grossen Fest der Liebe, with melodic pomp
and symphonic reverb. Contrastingly, a sensuous organ motive spreads its arms on I Like To
See You, leading up to an antiphony between high and low voices, a dialog without words.
The synthetically glitching tremolo and wordless vocals tell an intently female narrative, not
only in the theatrical piece Liebesding. WASSILY hangs around in sleazy bars with Sad Disco
Girlz, while elsewhere banging out electro beats on songs like Acousticophobia, when
he is not picking up some deep house beats from the dance floor in Scène Finale. Particularly
charming: The World is a Spielplatz, with cheerfully stumbling melodies and carnivalesque
drums in the style of the “Midnight Play” by Květa Pacovská – wonderfully dadaesque,
childish severity in all its glory.
A piece of work that combines the acoustic and visual, not just in the images it evokes in the
listener. The contrasts – structured and sleepy, blurry and clear, synthetic and analogue –
are also reflected in the artwork. Colour contrasts and a blurred element run into clear edges,
inspired by the endeavours of concrete art. The borders of visual perception, explored
according Max Bill’s theory through colours, space, light, and movement are juxtaposed with
a video work of New York artist Colin Snapp. He shows a skier, physical yet almost invisible.
Memories of a dream flash by, losing their contrast and clarity, dissipating back into oblivion.
The album cover is created by Swiss graphic design studio Kasper-Florio. Film maker
Dennis Ledergeber also made vital contributions to the Liebesding project, already filming
the artful music video accompanying Zuckersee in 2016.
With his debut, WASSILY presents a stirring daze, a sprawling romantic novel trailing a
path over ups and downs, fanned out over diverse and vivid narratives. As an artistic entity,
Liebesding intends to transcend the data-centric character of current music releases,
providing it with a distinct face, far away from the algorithms.
Short version:
A riot of emotion on the one hand, and clearly outlined drum samples and claps on the other.
After over 70 live shows at festivals, in night clubs, and down in basements, the soft-cheeked
artist releases his debut album Liebesding. The harmonies howl and squeak, leaving the
listener dizzy, while the primarily self-sung and wayward vocal samples look down from their
high registers. A stirring daze, expressively balancing between drama and club music,
a sprawling romantic novel trailing a path over ups and downs.
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WASSILY, Zuckersee
youtu.be/zFAd-uHask0

		
		

WASSILY, Bitzgi (Studio session, SRF)
youtu.be/TaRlswhFKdQ

		
		

WASSILY, Acousticophobia (Live, Open Air St.Gallen)
youtu.be/uVtPqt8MsWk
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